Directional mechanical stability of Bacteriophage φ29 motor’s 3WJ-pRNA: Extraordinary robustness along portal axis
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The molecular motor exploited by bacteriophage φ29 to pack DNA into its capsid is regarded as one of the most powerful mechanical devices present in viral, bacterial, and eukaryotic systems alike. Acting as a linker element, a pro-head RNA (pRNA) effectively joins the connector and ATPase (adenosine triphosphatase) components of the φ29 motor. During DNA packing, this pRNA needs to withstand enormous strain along the capsid’s portal axis—how this remarkable stability is achieved remains to be elucidated. We investigate the mechanical properties of the φ29 motor’s three-way junction (3WJ)-pRNA using a combined steered molecular dynamics and atomic force spectroscopy approach. The 3WJ exhibits strong resistance to stretching along its coaxial helices, demonstrating its super structural robustness. This resistance disappears, however, when external forces are applied to the transverse directions. From a molecular standpoint, we demonstrate that this direction-dependent stability can be attributed to two Mg clamps that cooperate and generate mechanical resistance in the pRNA’s coaxial direction. Our results suggest that the asymmetric nature of the 3WJ’s mechanical stability is entwined with its biological function: Enhanced rigidity along the portal axis is likely essential to withstand the strain caused by DNA condensation, and flexibility in other directions should aid in the assembly of the pRNA and its association with other motor components.

INTRODUCTION

_Bacillus subtilis_ bacteriophage φ29 uses an ATP (adenosine triphosphate)–driven molecular motor to pack its viral DNA into its crowning capsid (1). This packing motor can overcome the considerable energies associated with strand bending and interstrand repulsion in its DNA substrates; capable of generating ~20 pN of force, the φ29 motor is, thus, regarded as one of the strongest molecular motors ever characterized (2, 3). Composed of a dodecameric head-tail connector embedded in the capsid, an oligomeric prohead RNA (pRNA) ring, and an adenosine triphosphatase (ATPase) gp16 ring, the φ29 motor drives double-stranded DNA into exceptionally high packing densities while maintaining its structure under the large forces induced by DNA confinement (3–8). The operation of this motor has been demonstrated to depend on Mg$^{2+}$ ions, perhaps suggesting a critical structural role for the pRNA that joins the connector and ATPase domains (9, 10).

The core structure of the pRNA domain is composed of three major helices organized into a three-way junction (3WJ)-pRNA (Fig. 1A) (6, 11, 12). Helix 1 (H1) of the 3WJ-pRNA connects to the pRNA’s ATPase-binding region (motif 1); helices 2 and 3 (H2/3) are attached to the pRNA’s right-handed and left-handed loops (motifs 2 and 3), respectively, which are involved in pRNA oligomerization and binding with the motor’s connector domain (6, 8, 13–15). Together, this 3WJ-pRNA links the connector- and ATPase-binding regions of the motor’s full pRNA domain. In relation to the structure of the φ29 motor, H1 and H3 are stacked coaxially and parallel to the motor’s portal axis (7, 12). During the DNA packing process, the pressure induced by DNA confinement can reach beyond 50 atm along this coordinate (3, 16). As the linker between the connector and ATPase domains, the 3WJ-pRNA thus bears a considerable portion of the mechanical force exerted along the portal axis (6, 13–15, 17). The mechanical stability of the 3WJ-pRNA should therefore be critical for maintaining the structural integrity of the φ29 motor as it operates.

The mechanical stabilities of nucleic acid structures—including DNA double helices and RNA hairpins, G-quadruplexes, and pseudoknots—are generally low, featuring rupture forces of a few tens of piconewtons (18–26). Unlike within mechanically stable proteins, such as titin and ubiquitin, poor coupling of hydrogen bonds within nucleic structures usually limits their tolerance of applied forces. A natural question thus arises: How can the 3WJ-pRNA within the φ29 motor resist the considerable external forces brought about by DNA confinement? Recently, 3WJ-pRNAs have been exploited to construct RNA nanoparticles by fusing aptamer-, small interfering RNA (siRNA)–, or receptor-binding ligands to various arms of the 3WJ motif (27–32). Encouragingly, the global structure of 3WJ-pRNAs is largely retained in the resulting nanoparticles, suggesting that the 3WJ structure does exhibit mechanical and thermodynamic stability in isolation.

Here, we evaluate the mechanical stability of the φ29 motor’s 3WJ-pRNA using steered molecular dynamics (SMD) simulations and atomic force microscopy (AFM). We find that this 3WJ-pRNA exhibits exceptional mechanical stability, withstanding forces up to 220 ± 78 pN along the H1-H3 portal axis (forces higher than many canonically stable proteins can tolerate). This extraordinary mechanical resistance can largely be attributed to the coordination of two Mg$^{2+}$ ions to the 3WJ motif, which sustain the native RNA structure by anchoring two of its strands in cooperative fashion. We further investigate the 3WJ-pRNA’s in situ functional dynamics by emulating its interactions with the neighboring pRNA.
As noted previously, the core region of the φ29 motor’s pRNA domain is composed of three RNA strands (designated here as strands A, B, and C) that comprise three helices (H1, H2, and H3) in the folded 3WJ. Two Mg2+ ions bind in the major groove between H1 and H3 (Fig. 1B). Experiments indicate that H1 and H3 are largely stacked coaxially and parallel to the portal axis, making them bear the brunt of forces generated by the motor (7, 12). Hence, we first studied the mechanical properties of the 3WJ-pRNA along its H1-H3 axis. Sixteen independent simulations were performed by pulling the helix termini at a rate of 0.1 nm/ns (fig. S1). The 3WJ-pRNA shows exceptional resistance to the applied force, exhibiting a large average rupture force of 1990 ± 126 pN and maintaining its native structure before unfolding (Fig. 2). As shown in a representative trajectory, the root mean square deviation (RMSD) of the 3WJ-pRNA remains around 3.5 Å until the appearance of the dominant force peak (∼40 ns; Fig. 2A); the number of hydrogen bonds within the 3WJ-pRNA also remains constant over the same time interval (fig. S2A). Similar phenomena can be seen in unfolding simulations at pulling rates of 0.01 and 1 nm/ns, for which average rupture forces of 1854 ± 72 and 2217 ± 77 pN were observed (figs. S3 and S4). Because the coaxial H1 and H3 are parallel to the motor’s portal axis, the observed mechanical stability ensures that the pRNA can resist the strain along the capsid’s portal, likely helping to maintain the structure of the motor during DNA packaging.

As the pulling proceeds, another force peak appears around t = 85 ns because of the relative reconfiguration of strand C with respect to strands A and B (fig. S2B). The resistance associated with this sliding process is also considerable, yielding a rupture force of ∼500 pN. Hence, 3WJ-pRNA unfolding appears to occur over two stages: An initial dramatic unfolding event is followed by rearrangements among the RNA strands. This three-state unfolding mechanism seems to endow the 3WJ-pRNA with extraordinary mechanical resilience. The existence of a stable intermediate state perhaps allows the pRNA domain to regain its original structure after the initial unfolding event, a safeguard that would help preserve the 3WJ’s biological function.

The extraordinary mechanical stability observed during the first stage of pulling arises from the coordination of Mg2+ ions with H1 and H3 (Fig. 3). As revealed by RNA crystal structure, two pairs of phosphates [G23 (H1) and A90 (H3); C24 (H1) and A89 (H3)] act to bind two Mg2+ ions, forming two Mg clamps parallel to the shared axis of H1 and H3 and adjacent to one another (12). These clamps resist external forces along the helical axis in a cooperative fashion, maintaining the structure of the 3WJ-pRNA during pulling. The interphosphate distances between G23 and A90 and between C24 and A89 illustrate the persistence and cooperativity of these Mg structures (Fig. 3B): Both interphosphate separations remain steadfast near 4 Å before the first dramatic unfolding event near 2000 pN, at which point the Mg clamps simultaneously break and H1 and H3 unfold. This concerted rupture of Mg clamps and subsequent loss of RNA structure can also be seen in unfolding processes with other pulling rates (fig. S5).

To more clearly demonstrate the importance of bound Mg2+ ions for the 3WJ’s stability, we removed both Mg2+ ions from the initial configuration and performed SMD simulations on the Mg-free RNA (Fig. 2A). As hypothesized, the mechanical resistance associated with the first stage of pulling totally disappears in the absence of Mg coordination. Instead, both the H1 and H3 quickly unfold under the applied force, as one might expect with standard nucleic acid helices (18–23). The second force peak, corresponding to strand reconfiguration after Mg clamp rupture, is retained in the Mg-free system. The role of Mg2+ ions in maintaining the mechanical stability of the 3WJ-pRNA was verified using an alternative magnesium model (fig. S6). In further control simulations, Mg2+ ions were replaced by Ca2+ ions and resistance to stretching disappeared (see discussion S1 and figs. S7 and S8).

We also assessed the stability of the Mg2+-bound 3WJ in transverse directions, loading force onto the termini of H1–H2 and H2–H3 (figs. S9 and S10). In both cases, only a small force peak appears corresponding to strand register shifts that occur after the RNA has mostly unfolded. These results suggest that the 3WJ only resists large forces applied along its H1–H3 axis. Simple physical arguments justify our observations of rapid unfolding under transverse pulling conditions. First, under transverse forces, H2 and its perpendicular counterparts are coerced to rotate
Fig. 2. Mechanical unfolding of 3WJ-pRNA under coaxial pulling conditions. (A) Force profile of the 3WJ-pRNA with and without bound Mg$^{2+}$ ions. (B) The RMSD of the 3WJ-pRNA structures with (black) and without (red) bound Mg$^{2+}$ ions under applied pulling forces. (C and D) Representative snapshots of the 3WJ-pRNA at $t = 41.4$ and 42.0 ns (that is, before and after the initial unfolding event near $t = 41.5$ ns).

Fig. 3. Rupture of Mg clamps during mechanical unfolding. (A) Coordination interactions of Mg$^{2+}$ ions during unfolding. (B) Interphosphate separation between nucleotides G23 and A90 (black) and C24 and A89 (red) over the course of pulling. Inset: Zoom-in of the interphosphate separation near the rupture of the two Mg clamps.
and align with the pulling coordinate, resulting in considerable distortion of the 3WJ’s structure. Second, H2 does not contribute nucleotides to the 3WJ’s Mg clamps, suggesting that its helical structure should be particularly vulnerable to mechanical disruption.

We thus find that the mechanical stability of the φ29 motor’s 3WJ-pRNA is highly sensitive to the particular pulling coordinate. This asymmetry in the 3WJ’s stability is perhaps important for its function: Although stout rigidity along the H1-H3 axis is likely crucial for resisting the enormous strain applied on the motor during DNA packing, flexibility in other directions should facilitate the interdomain binding needed for prohead assembly (17).

To explore the 3WJ’s mechanical resistance under more biomimetic conditions, we also simulated a configuration of the pRNA that emulates connections to other motor components (that is, the connector, the ATPase, and the adjacent pRNA; Fig. 4 and fig. S11). As revealed by past experiments, H2 and H3 connect to the pRNA’s chiral loops and, ultimately, the motor’s connector domain (motifs 2 and 3; Fig. 1A); H1 is attached to the pRNA’s ATPase-binding region (motif 1; Fig. 1A) (6, 13–15). Accordingly, to reproduce the effects of the connector domain and adjacent pRNA loops, we restrained both ends of H2 and H3 to their initial positions. The impact of the portal axis strain that occurs during motor operation was then simulated by applying force along the H1-H3 coordinate from the H1 terminus (Fig. 4, A and B). Across 16 independent simulation runs, we again found that the 3WJ exhibits extraordinary mechanical stability in the coaxial direction (Fig. 4C), featuring an average rupture force of 2020 ± 144 pN. The cooperative Mg clamps once more play a crucial role in mediating force resistance: The dramatic pRNA’s extension that occurs near t = 38 ns closely corresponds to the simultaneous rupture of the two Mg clamps, as indicated by the interphosphate distances (Fig. 4C, inset). This striking mechanical stability once more disappears in the absence of Mg2+ ions (Fig. 4C). These results indicate that the 3WJ-pRNA can perhaps even better resist the strain associated with DNA packing when placed in biomimetic configurations.

One can also estimate the lifetime of the 3WJ-pRNA’s folded state under an applied constant force (here, held at both 1600 and 2000 pN across 120 independent simulations). As shown in figs. S12 and S13 and Fig. 4D, the unfolding of the 3WJ-pRNA in the presence of Mg clamps can be well described as a single-exponential, two-state process. A first-order kinetic model suggests that the survival probability of the folded state should decay as a simple exponential: \( P(t) = \exp[-k(F)t] \). The unfolding rates derived from fits to this model are \( k = 0.025 \pm 2.6 \times 10^{-4} \text{ ns}^{-1} \) (\( F = 1600 \text{ pN} \)) and \( k = 4.94 \pm 0.39 \text{ ns}^{-1} \) (\( F = 2000 \text{ pN} \)), respectively.

Under the two-state reaction regime, the relationship between the unfolding rate and the loading force is described by \( k(F) = k_0 \exp(F\Delta x/k_BT) \),

**Fig. 4. Mechanical unfolding of the 3WJ-pRNA under biomimetic conditions.** (A) Schematic for the loading force onto the H1 terminus of the 3WJ-pRNA. Restrained nucleotides are shown in a van der Waals representation. (B) Representative configuration of the 3WJ-pRNA after initial unfolding. (C) Force profile of the 3WJ-pRNA with (black) and without (red) bound Mg2+ ions. Inset: Interphosphate distances associated with the two Mg clamps. (D) Survival curves for the unfolding of the 3WJ-pRNA under loading forces of 1600 and 2000 pN.
where $k_0$ is the unfolding rate at zero force and $\Delta x$ is the distance to transition state (33). After combining this equation with the two unfolding rates drawn from simulations, we estimate $k_0 = 0.0078 \text{ s}^{-1}$ and $\Delta x = 0.56 \text{ Å}$, and the extrapolated unfolding rate is only about 0.0103 $\text{s}^{-1}$ when $F = 20 \text{ pN}$ (the force exerted by the $\phi 29$ ATPase). We thus estimate the lifetime of folded state under operational load, reciprocal to the reaction rate, to be approximately 97 s. This long lifetime suggests the $\phi 29$ motor’s 3WJ-pRNA can easily resist the strain encountered over the course of DNA packing. Similarly, the relationship between the rupture force and the loading rate measured in constant-velocity SMD simulations at different pulling rates was used to estimate values for $k_0$ and $\Delta x$ on the basis of the Bell-Evans equation. The folded state lifetime at $F = 20 \text{ pN}$ was extrapolated to be 64 s (see discussion S2 and fig. S14).

To corroborate these simulation results, we also performed single-molecule force spectroscopy experiments on the $\phi 29$ motor’s 3WJ-pRNA. The termini of H1 and H3 were first attached with polyethylene glycol (PEG) linkers to the AFM cantilever tip and substrate, respectively (Fig. 5A); the rupture force of 3WJ-pRNA was then measured by stretching the RNA’s termini at pulling rate of 1000 nm/s. Note that, by necessity, SMD simulations were conducted using an extremely high stretching the RNA’s termini at pulling rate of 1000 nm/s. Note that, by necessity, SMD simulations were conducted using an extremely high pulling rate from an experimental perspective ($1 \times 10^4$ nm/s). As a result, experimentally measured rupture forces should be considerably smaller than those estimated from simulations. Extrapolations of folded state lifetimes at constant force, however, can be used for making direct comparisons between simulation and experiment.

The two force-extension curves shown in Fig. 5B are representative of 3WJ-pRNA unfolding in the presence of Mg$^{2+}$ ions. The extension observed before rupture is presumably due to the reversal of entropic elasticity effects, which draw the polymer termini together at equilibrium. As revealed by past experiments, Mg$^{2+}$ ions assist in the assembly of the so-called mechanical proteins, such as GB1 and fibronectin, and is comparable to that of the strongest mechanical protein (the titin I27 domain) (34–38). Treating the system with EDTA to remove coordinated Mg$^{2+}$ ions, the average rupture force is markedly reduced to 70 ± 22 pN (Fig. 5D). In a manner consistent with our simulation results, therefore, these experiments demonstrate that the $\phi 29$ motor’s 3WJ-pRNA exhibits high, Mg$^{2+}$-dependent mechanical stability along its H1-H3 axis.

We also measured the rupture force for the 3WJ-pRNA at various loading rates, ranging from $1 \times 10^4$ to $1.5 \times 10^5$ pN/s (Fig. 5E). The rupture force increases with logarithm of loading rate, $r$, as described by the Bell-Evans equation: $F(r) = (k_0 T/\Delta x) \ln[r/\Delta x/(k_0 T)]$ (Fig. 5E) (39). The unfolding rate at a loading force of 20 pN (the force exerted by the $\phi 29$ ATPase), $k_{29}$, is thus estimated as 0.039 s$^{-1}$ (see discussion S2). Accordingly, the lifetime of folded state, $\tau_{29}$, is approximately 26 s, a value on the same order of magnitude as that estimated from SMD simulations. These estimates of $\tau_{29}$ are much longer than the lifetimes of many other RNA structures (such as hairpins, riboswitch, and pseudoknots) (20–23, 25, 26), suggesting this Mg-bound 3WJ motif plays a unique role in maintaining the structure of the $\phi 29$ motor.

**CONCLUSIONS**

Here, we have probed the mechanical properties of the $\phi 29$ molecular motor’s 3WJ-pRNA using SMD simulations and atomic force spectroscopy. We find that the 3WJ-pRNA exhibits remarkable mechanical stability along its portal axis, resisting forces even higher than what can be withstood by a variety of mechanically stable proteins (34–38). This extraordinary mechanical stability can largely be attributed to two Mg clamps located in the major groove between helices 1 and 3 of the 3WJ, which act to resist coaxial strain in cooperative fashion.

As revealed by past experiments, Mg$^{2+}$ ions assist in the assembly of the $\phi 29$ motor’s pRNA domain. Our findings suggest that Mg$^{2+}$ ions are also essential for the 3WJ-pRNA to maintain its structure during the motor’s operation. This mechanical stability does not extend in

---

**Fig. 5. AFM experiments of 3WJ-pRNA’s unfolding along H1-H3.** (A) Schematic for AFM-based single-molecule force spectroscopy experiments. Both the cantilever tip and the glass substrate were modified with amine groups using APTES. Bifunctional PEG linkers were used to covalently link the 5' amine-modified H1 to the substrate and H3 to the cantilever tip. (B) Two typical force-extension curves for the rupture of the 3WJ-pRNA in TMS buffer [89 mM tris, 20 mM MgCl$_2$ (pH 7.6)]. (C) Rupture force histogram for traces shown in (B). (D) Rupture force histogram for the unfolding in tris buffer [89 mM tris, 20 mM EDTA (pH 7.6)]. (E) Dependence of the rupture force on the loading rate for the unfolding in TMS buffer.
transverse directions (along the H1-H2 and H2-H3 axes that are not stabilized by Mg clamps). As noted above, this asymmetry in the 3WJ-pRNA's mechanical properties could be important for the ζ29 motor's function. Rigidity along the portal axis is required so that the motor's pRNA domain can withstand the strain caused by DNA condensation, whereas flexibility in transverse directions should facilitate assembly of the pRNA and its binding to the capsid prohead (17). The duplicity in structural persistence perhaps sheds light on the evolutionary design process that gave rise to this remarkable molecular motor.

Note that pRNAs in other bacteriophage motors adopt similar structures to the 3WJ-pRNA studied here and that Mg2+ ions are also known to be crucial for these motors' functions. Thus, we speculate that Mg2+ ions play a similar important role in stabilizing these molecular motors, which forms the structural basis for rigid structures (somewhat like connecting rods) that are essential for optimal motor performance. Furthermore, our findings about the potential for cooperation among Mg clamps to endow RNAs with exceptional mechanical resistance could serve to explain the existence of and guide the design of an array of robust nucleic acid structures.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**SMD simulations**

As noted above, the core structure of the pRNA studied here consists of three major helices (H1, H2, and H3) organized as a 3WJ (29). The structure of this 3WJ-pRNA was obtained from the protein data bank (code 4KZ2) (12). In this crystal structure, two divalent metal ion-binding sites were identified inside the major groove between H1 and H3 (12). Although Mn2+ ions were used to discover these putative metal-binding sites in experiments, physiologically relevant Mg2+ ions were found to occupy the same coordination sites as these Mn2+ ions (12). Hence, configurations of the 3WJ-pRNA bound with (and, as a control, free of) Mg2+ ions were constructed for use in simulations. Three base pairs attached to the terminus of H3 (fig. S15) were also omitted from the structural analysis. The prepared 3WJ-pRNA configurations were solvated with the TIP3P water model, and Na+ and Cl− ions were added to neutralize the system and bring its total ionic strength to 0.15 M. Each 3WJ-pRNA structure was independently relaxed using a 50-ns equilibration simulation (P = 1 atm, T = 300 K).

SMD simulations were next used to study the mechanical properties of the 3WJ-pRNA. Within the structure of the connector-pRNA complex in the ζ29 motor, H1 and H3 of the 3WJ-pRNA are coaxial and oriented along the portal axis. Hence, we first studied a situation in which external forces were applied to the termini of H1 and H3. The rupture force, measured in constant-velocity SMD simulations, was used to estimate the mechanical stabilities of 3WJ-pRNA in isolation. A series of constant-velocity SMD simulations were performed with progressive pulling velocities of 0.01, 0.1, and 1 nm/ns and loading rates of 16.61, 166.1, 1661 pN/ns across 8, 16, and 16 independent simulation runs, respectively. To emulate a configuration in which the pRNA is contained within the ζ29 motor (and subject to the constraints of the full pRNA and connector domains), we conducted similar SMD runs in which the H2 and H3 termini were fixed; in these cases, both constant force (with 1600 and 2000 pN loading forces) and constant velocity (166.1 pN/ns loading rate) SMD simulations were performed. To establish the stabilizing role of Mg2+ ions, we also performed constant-velocity SMD simulations with a loading rate of 1661 pN/ns in the absence of bound magnesium. To probe the impact of transverse mechanical strain on the 3WJ's stability, we further loaded forces onto the termini of H1 and H2 and H2 and H3 in independent constant-velocity runs. All SMD simulations were carried out within the constant volume and temperature (NVT) ensemble at a temperature of 300 K.

The dimensions of the simulation box were adjusted according to different pulling parameters (see table S1 for more information). All simulations were conducted using the GROMACS 5.1 simulation package and the AMBER14 force field (41–44). The Mg2+ ion model developed by Allner et al. was used in all primary simulation runs (45). To validate our simulation results, another Mg2+ ion model and two Ca2+ ion models were also studied (see table S2 and discussion S1 for more information) (46, 47). Periodic boundary conditions were applied in all directions. Short-range electrostatic and van der Waals interactions were calculated at a cutoff distance of 12 Å, whereas long-range electrostatic interactions were treated using the particle mesh Ewald method (48). The Nose-Hoover thermostat and the Parrinello-Rahman barostat were chosen for temperature and pressure control, respectively (49–51). Simulation snapshots were rendered in visual molecular dynamics (52).

**AFM-based single-molecule force spectroscopy**

5′-Modified RNA strands (strands A + B and C, in the above nomenclature) were purchased from GenScript. Bifunctionalized PEG linkers [N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS)—PEG—NHS; (5000 Da) conjugated to the terminal amine-reacting group NHS, were purchased from Jemken. All other chemicals were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and used without further purification.

Glass coverslides were placed in hot chromium acid (80°C) for 0.5 hours to remove residual organic matter and generate hydroxyl groups on their surfaces. These coverslides were then rinsed with Milli-Q water and dried under a nitrogen stream. Subsequently, each dried coverslide was dipped in a toluene solution containing 0.1% (v/v) of 3-aminopropyl triethoxysilane (APTES) for 1 hour and afterward rinsed with toluene, dried under a nitrogen stream, and further incubated in a drying oven at 80°C for 20 min. The coverslides were then dipped in a DMSO (dimethyl sulfoxide) solution containing NHS-PEG-NHS (0.1 mg/ml) at room temperature for ~90 min, rinsed with sterile distilled water, and placed in a solution containing RNA strands A + B (~30 ng/ml) at 4°C for 90 min. Finally, each sample was incubated in tris buffer (50 mM, pH 6) for 30 min to block free NHS groups. Cantilevers (MLCT, type D, Bruker) were modified using the same protocol applied to the glass coverslide substrates, except that the RNA strand C was used.

Single-molecule AFM experiments were performed on a commercial AFM (NanoWizard II, JPK Instruments). In the force spectroscopy experiments, modified cantilevers and substrates were placed directly in either 1× TMS [89 mM tris, 5 mM MgCl2 (pH 7.6)] or tris buffer [89 mM tris, 20 mM EDTA (pH 7.6)]. Note that this 3WJ-pRNA is known to exhibit considerable chemical stability, resisting denaturation in at least 4 M urea (29). On the basis of the equipartition theorem, cantilevers with a spring constant of ~40 pN/nm were then calibrated after equilibrating for ~30 min. The force spectroscopy curves were recorded using JPK software and then analyzed by a home-written protocol in Igor 6.37 (WaveMetrics). Pulling speeds were converted to loading rates following a preestablished procedure (53). First, force-extension curves were converted to force-time curves. The average slopes of the force-time curves right before the rupture event were then computed to estimate the average loading rate for the nonequilibrium, constant-velocity pulling process. In this way, the contribution of the stiffness of the whole mechanical linkage—including the cantilever, the PEG linker, and the ligand receptor—to the loading rate was taken into account. The rupture force histograms were fitted with standard Gaussian distribution.
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